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E SERIES 
Defender® E Series Integrity ONLY glass prevents the spread of 
fire and hot smoke however allows the transmission of  
radiant heat. May not be suitable within egress pathways. 

Fire Ratings up to 
-/240/-

What is the difference between each 
performance level?

 
EW SERIES 
Defender® EW Series glass has a reflective coating or  
intumescent interlayer that reduces the radiant heat that  
penetrates the glass. Utilizing Test Data and Fire Engineering 
can provide a cost effective alternative solution for areas 
requiring insulation performance such as egress pathways.

Fire Ratings up to 
-/120/-

EI SERIES 
Defender® EI Series glass has full integrity and insulation these 
properties prevent the spread of fire and hot smoke whilst 
providing insulation. Suitable for egress pathways and is a DtS 
solution where full FRL is required.

Fire Ratings: 
-/30/30 
-/60/30 
-/60/60 
-/120/120

WHO ARE WE? 
All products are supported by full scale testing and 
assessments conducted globally and valid locally. 
In-house technical capacity enables AFC to work with 
other industry professionals in providing solutions to 
the many complex scenarios that arise from  
application of the prescriptive BCA/NCC.  
 
You could say we go where others fear to tread and 
our clients are very appreciative of this work ethic. 
 
Supporting this technical capacity is an infrastructure 
that has been assembled over many years. Highly 
qualified tradesmen with experienced supervisors &  
estimators mesh seamlessly with thoughtful  
management and top level administrative staff to 
provide a strong and vibrant business. In keeping 
with a philosophy of continual improvement AFC are  
currently undergoing QA processes in accordance 
with ISO 9001. 

Australian Fire Control Pty Ltd are a medium sized 
business with a big business mentality. 

We are a specialist contractor in the area of  
FIRE & SMOKE RATED BUILDING  

PRODUCTS & SERVICES. 

Our experience dates back to 1979 and ensures the 
necessary expertise to meet the demands of this high  
performance industry. This expertise is being applied 
throughout Australia and SE Asia, where AFC are de-
veloping a reputation as the ‘go to’ company amongst 
Builders, Engineers, Designers and Architects for 
major projects within the general construction, mining 
and oil & gas industries.
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Attractive 
Framing in Slimline Steel utilizing an attractive powder 
coated frame or Natural Timber showcasing the warming 
tones. Both types produce a high level finish, which will 
compliment any building design.

Safety 
Fire Rated Glass fully complies for safety glass. 
GRADE A

Design Flexibility 
Large approved pane size giving you design flexibility. With 
freedom from unsightly frame mullions and transoms.  
This allows uncomplicated design.

Crystal Clear 
All Fire Rated Windows are manufactured as a maximum 
transparency glass allowing it to integrate perfectly  
alongside non-fire rated glass. 

Peace Of Mind 
Being fully internationally tested in a myriad of testing  
configurations, giving the certifier completed confidence 
in the acceptance of he system. All Fire Rated Windows 
by AFC are supported by local technical advisors and 
accredited installers.

IMPORTANT FEATURES
Advantages of Defender® 
Defender® special glass is a clear, laminated composite glass that is 
made up of several thin panes of float glass. A transparent, fire resistant 
layer that intumesces up in the event of a fire has been placed between 
the panes. When used in fire resistant glazing, Defender® special glass 
prevents the passage of fire, smoke and heat radiation. Due to its  
structure, the standard construction of Defender® special glass is  
protected from either side.

Defender® special glass when used as a component in fire resistant  
glazing meets the requirements of fire resistance classes EI 15 to EI 
120, or EW 30 to EW 60. This glass is not only very popular due to its 
attractive design, but also because it reliably protects escape routes in 
the event of a fire.

Proven to be safe
Defender® provides outstanding safety during evacuation. The  
protective shield that Defender® creates in the event of fire protects 
against the radiated heat. This ensures a safe escape route and makes  
Defender® ideal for use on escape routes and staircases.

Areas of application
Doors
Whether fitted in timber or steel designs, SCHOTT Technical Glass  
Solutions in cooperation with system partners develop doors with  
Defender® that have received international approvals.

Facades
Fire protective glazing is used to prevent fire from spreading vertically 
and horizontally thus protecting neighbouring structures from catching 
fire. ISO Defender® is suitable for all application areas with multi-func-
tional requirements. This glass provides shading as well as thermal and 
noise protection. In cooperation with system partners, SCHOTT Technical 
Glass Solutions GmbH develops designs with Defender® that have  
received international approvals and are ideally suited for use in facades.

Partitions
Transparent fire-rated partitions provide protection in case of fire while 
at the same time allowing day light to flow freely from room to room. 
Stairs and landings are protected elegantly yet effectively. Defender® fire 
resistant glass protects against the spread of fire, hot gases and smoke 
in the event of a fire. Even when exposed to maximum heat, Defender® 
provides thermal insulation thus enabling the safe evacuation of people 
from burning buildings.

GLASS DETAILS
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GLASS DETAILS
Technical data

Would you like some more  
information about our glazing 
systems?  
Email: Sales@AustralianFirecontrol.com.au
Phone: 08 9399 6957

NOT JUST FIRE  
RATED GLASS
There are companies that supply just 
glass. And then there is AFC, AFC  
offers complete system solutions 
on the basis of high quality special 
purpose glass products for use in fire 
resistant glazing that have already 
proven themselves in countless  
buildings. Furthermore, AFC advises 
and supports architects and system 
suppliers during all phases of the  
project cycle – including consulting 
with construction supervisors and 
expert installers. This results in a
complete quality chain from A to Z.

Layer for layer more 
safety Defender® also 
protects against heat 
in case of fire.
With Defender®, it isn’t the glass that 
offers protection from a fire, but rather 
the spaces in between. This compact 
laminated glass that is made up of 
multiple panes contains a hidden 
composition that unfolds layer by 
layer when a fire breaks out. It not 
only offers protection against fire and 
smoke, but also keeps out the heat 
radiation that results.

Defender® fire resistant glass with
heat protection consists of two 
components that are placed on top of 
each other several times: glass and a 
transparent protective layer between 
the panes. The outside pane bursts 
when a fire breaks out. The layer  
beneath it reacts at approximately 
100 °C and foams up to form an 
opaque heat shield. This reaction re-
peats itself over and over again. From 
the first to the very last layer. The 
more layers, the longer the resistance 
time. ®

How to specify
Window(s) ***Window Numbers*** shall be Defender ® FixedFire Rated  
Window System ****SYSTEM NAME*** Supplied and Installed by Australian Fire 
Control Pty Ltd (9399 6957 Sales@AustralianFireControl.com.au) and certified to 
AS1530.41 and NCC (1) spec C3.4.5.
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Defender® for interior applications
Defender® special glass for interior applications is a clear
composite glass with fire resistant properties. 
Depending on the design, it is manufactured from at least two 
float glass panes with transparent, fire resistant interlayer, which 
intumesce up in case of fire.

Defender® for exterior applications
Defender® special glass for exterior applications is a clear
composite glass with fire resistant properties. 
In addition to the float glass panes with transparent fire resistant 
interlayers, which foam up in case of fire, the special glass is  
manufactured with an external laminated pane to reduce UV  
degradation of the intumescent interlayer.

Fire protection and sun protection
Large sized glass facades reflect the current trend in architecture
and the glass should permit maximum daylight
transmittance. At the same time the rooms should not be
allowed to heat up in summer to such high temperatures
which would require costly and environmentally harmful  
airconditioning.

The application of solar control coatings from established  
manufacturers makes it possible to combine fire
protection and protection against direct sunlight.
Characteristic for such glass are low g-values, good thermal
insulation and daylight transmission. By using different
precious metal coatings it is possible to meet highest design
demands and different degrees of reflection.

Fire protection and noise protection
We are faced with noise from cars, trains and planes but
also from machines, televisions, radios and household
appliances everywhere today. Sound insulation in buildings
should reduce outside noise to an acceptable level on the
inside. The acoustic insulation property of building materials
is expressed by the Rw index which reflects the difference
between internal and external noise levels. The Rw index
is measured in decibels (dB). The higher the Rw index, the
better the sound insulation. 
The following measures are used to reduce noise
transmission:
• Increased cavity for double glazing
• Asymmetrical glass design; with thick outer panes and
thinner inner panes
• Use of acoustic protective foils

®

AFC
b u i l t  fo r  f i r e

 System Weight: 320kg
 SCALE: NTS
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Project : New Children Hospital (NCH)

Product: Fire Rated Glass -/120/120

Date Drawn: 20.03.2015

Att: Annapurna

Drawing Number: NCHD0025

Drawn By:  Mike Robb

Approved By:  Mike Robb
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